WINPRO AFFILIATE PROGRAM
Thank you for your interest in WINPRO's Affiliate Program. This is a fun way to promote WINPRO without
investing in inventory. Below is more information and the 2019 program qualifications:
PURCHASES:

10% Recurring Commissions
For one full year, WINPRO will give 10% on new, first-time customer orders that used your partner link.
60 Day Cookie Setting

When someone clicks on your partner link they have 60 days to purchase.

CODES:

You create your Personalized Coupon Code to share with your contacts.
Simply tell a person to visit winpropet.com and enter “yourcode” at purchase to receive 15% off their 1st
order. The personalized code tracks new orders and recurring orders over the next year.

Web Banners created for you (with your affiliate code) to add to your site or place in social media posts.

RESOURCES:

$

Join the WINPRO Dealers & Affiliates Facebook Group for updates, contests & product information.

Affiliate Dashboard tracks all your sales and commissions in one easy to understand online platform.
(Commissions are paid quarterly via Paypal)
Receive a personal 15% discount for your dog's use ($40 order minimum & free shipping)

PERKS:

Receive a complimentary WINPRO Welcome Kit that includes one trial pack of each product, a sheet of
personal coupon code stickers, brochure and Affiliate program information.
Earn complimentary WINPRO 20 count Trial Packs (Tracked quarterly along with commission)
• When you have purchased or had your coupon code retail cost redeemed for $250-499, you will
earn 5 complimentary trial packs of your choice. (Retail value $64.95)
• When you have purchased or had your coupon code retail cost redeemed for $500-749, you will earn
10 complimentary trial packs of your choice. (Retail value $129.90)
• When you have purchased or had your coupon code retail cost redeemed for $750-1,000, you will
earn 15 complimentary trial packs of your choice. (Retail value $194.85)

QUALIFICATIONS:

Each quarter (January-March, April-June, July-September, October-December) at least $25 of activity
must occur either through your retail coupon code redemption or personal purchases.

To Apply, visit www.winpropet.refersion.com
Contact Stephanie Staley with any questions: stephanie@winpropet.com

winpropet.com / 833.494.6776
WINPRO HEADQUARTERS
102 SE 30TH ST, STE 3
ANKENY, IA 50021

